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shall be satisfied by the party of the second part, whatever the form
in' whieh such charge may be. The tax against the trustees of the

Southern Railway is a tax upon its franchise to construct,
own, aridlease the railway, and is therefore a tax imposed "by reason
of the ownership'l of the railway, and so is within the words of clause
3. The latter part of clause 3 (the interpreting part thereof) gives
plausibility to the contention that it limits the meaning of the clause
to charges "upon the property or income therefrom." Reading the
whole clause together, h()wever, I am convinced that the interpre-
ting words were added for the purpGSe, not ()f cutting down what
had gone before, but for· the purpose of enlargement, by a specifica-
tion that the obligation to pay should exist whether the tax was im-
posed on the property, or against the corporation owning it, or
against the party leasing it; .and that the words, "charges upon the
aforesaid property or income therefrom," were not intended to limit
the meaning, or diminish the scope, of the words, "or upon any busi-
ness earnings or income of the same or by reason of the ownership
thereof." For these reasons, I think the lessee is bound to pay the
franchise tax levied against the trustees, if that tax is a valid tax,
I do not pass upon the question whether it is a valid tax against the
trustees, because that question has not been argued, and no issue is
made upon it in the pleadings. If it is deemed by the receiver or
trustees to be a question of sufficient doubt to justify litigation, he
pr they may take such course as they may be advised. Let an order
be entered embodying this conclusion, and taxing the costs of this
proceeding against the receiver. .

MERCURIOv. LUNN et at

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit. April 4, 1899.)
No. 539.

L MASTER AND SERVANT-INJURY TO EMPLOYE.
In .lowering a boom used In discharging vessel In order to remove the

block from the end thereof, either of two methods is followed. The boom
being at the time up, the fall that is around the drum of a winch which
. has been used to elevate' the boom may be payed out either by altering
the link motion of the winch by the .tevel'sing lever and admitting the
steam, whereby the .drum will revolve in a revetse direction to that in
which it revolved when the boom was hoisted, or, the steam having been
shut off when the operation of elevating ceases, the winch becomes sta-
tionary, and the fall, its bight being kept well in hand, is gradually surged
off. A winchman, after the boom had been raised preparatory to lower-
Ing It, on being so directed, stopped the winch by turning off the steam.
Thereafter one of the stevedores began slacking the line, so that it could
be surged off, without the aid of the winch, and the winchman, after this
operation began, believing that the rope would hold the boom, left the
Winch. He had been detailed only to act as such winchman. Held that
as there was no apparent necessity for the winchman remaining at
winch, and no lack pf ordinary prudence in his leaving, such act was not
negligence.

2. SAME-·DEFECTIVE ApPLIANCE.S.
After a boom used in discharging a vessel had been raised to the mast

by the steam winch, the steam was shut off from the winch, and the
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stevedores attempted to lower the boom, after taking turns of the fall
around the drum of the winch, by "surging off." The boom became UlJ-
manageable, and fell, and injured libelant. One of libelant's witnesses
testified that the fall was caused by the winch reversing. There was no
evidence that any part of the winch gave way, or that any cog slipped,
or that the reversing lever was moved after the operation of elevating
the boom had ceased. or that the steam was turned on. Libelant's testi-
mony, which was unsatisfactol'y, was to the effect that the weight of the
boom caused the drum to revolve, and the machine to operate in a direc-
tion the reverse of that in which it was set to go. Experts testified that,
when the steam had been turnpd off at the end of the hoisting operation,
to disturb the mechanism of the winch many tons of weight would have
to be plae-ed upon it, unless some accidpnt happened to the gear, and
that nothing could cause the drum to turn in the opposite diredion but
the winch becoming ungeared. or some one shifting' the brake in reverse
order, and turning on the steam. Held, that the evidence failed to show
any defects in the winch causing the injury, but that the accident hap-
pened because that in the process of surging off the rope got beyond the
control of the men paying out the fall.

Appeal from the District Court of the United States for the East-
ern District of New York.
This cause comes here upon appeal from a decree of the district

court, Eastern district of Xew York, awarding to the libelant $5,-
000 for personal injuries received by him on board the appellants'
steamer Cleveland in the port of New York, July 1, 1897.
J. Parker Kirlin, for appellants.
Francis L. Corrao, for appellee.
Before WALLACE, LACOMBE, and Circuit Judges.

LACOMBE, Circuit Judge. A brief memorandum of the district
judge states that, in view of the introduction of some additional
testimony, an opinion, which had theretofore been handed down,
was withdrawn, and is no longer a part of the proceedings in the-
action. The record therefore does not contain any findings of fact
by the district court as to anyone of the controverted questions
of fact. In consequence, it will be necessary to review the evi-
dence in some detail. Stevens v. The City of New York, 4 C. C. A.
268, 54 Fed. 181. The libelant was in the employ of a firm of steve-
dores who were engaged in discharging the vessel, and was in-
jured by the fall of a derrick boom, which was being lowered to
the deck, in order that a block, which was the property of the
stevedores, might be removed. So much of the cargo as was to be
left in the port of Xew York had been discharged, and there were
on board at the time, in the vicinity of hatch No. 1,-where the
derrick was loeated,-the libelant, two of his fellow servants (To-
trona and Palese, gangwaymen), the first mate, and one of the
sailors, who had been ['llIlning the wineh, and is slJoken of in the
testimony as the winehman. The method adopted for removing'
the block from the end of the derril'lz boom is eon('ededly a propel'
one. The libelant eontends that it is the better method. The
cOlll'se of proeedure is as follows: A fall leads from the boom
(neal' its end) to the mast Inear its hpad), and throug-h a block down
to the wineh. A suftieient number of turns are made around the

H3
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drum, and, the winch being set in motion, the drum turns so as
to haul on the fall, thus elevating the end of the boom and slack-
ening the chain span, which runs from the mast to the boom end.
The boom being up, and the chain slack, one of the men climbs the
rigging, and removes the pin from the chain. The boom is then
supported only by the fall, and; as. that is payed out, the boom
des<:ends. A fall that is turned around the drum of a winch, and
which has been used to elevate the boom, may be payed out to
lower the same in one or other of two ways; either the link motion
may be altered by the reversing lever, and, steam being admitted,
the drum will begin to revolve in a reverse direction to that in
which it revolved when the hoisting was going on, or else, the
steam having been shut off when the operation of elevating ceased,
the drum ceased to move, and the fall, its bight kept well in hand,
is gradually "surged off" as if the turns had been taken around a
fixed cylinder. Libelant had climbed the rigging, and had drawn
the pin from the chain span. He then returned to the deck, tak-
ing his position on the port side of the foremast on the bridge deck,
to clear the rope for the man who was lowering the fall. The
boom had descended but a little way, when its speed suddenly in-
creased, and it came down with a run into the crutch. It was
fastened to the mast with a gooseneck; and the effect of the fore-
end striking so heavily into the crutch to cause the heel to re-
bound, and lift the gooseneck out of the sockets. The boom struck
the libelant, inflicting severe injuries. There is no controversy
as to any 'of the facts above stated.
The negligence charged in the libel is:
"First; In that the said wincb:nian negligently and carelessly left all of a

sudden the said winch which'. he was operating, contrary to his duty,' by
reason of which the said WiJ;lcb, being left uncontrolled and unmanaged, made
the boom • • • fall precipitately; • * • and, second, in that re-
spondents • * * failed In their duty to securely and safely place and
fasten the said boom," etc.

There is a conflict .asto precisely what passed be-
tween the mate and the stevedore's men when the latter asked to
be allowe,d to lower the boom in order to get t;b.e block. It may,
however, be assumed that he allowed them to undel,'take the opera-
tion, and that he detailed the winchman, who,hayingfinished bis
work, had left the winch,to render such service at the winch as tbe
operation called for.
The first witness called for the libelant (first, not in point of time,

but in logical order) is Totrona, the gangwayman. From his evi·
lence it appears that he and the winchman took their positions at
the winch; the former on the port side by the drum, the latter on the
starboard side. Totrona took five turns of the fall around the drum,
and when he was all ready told the winchman to heave up the boom.
The winch was started, and the boom raised up along the mast, slack·
ening the chain span, whereupon Totrona told the winchman to stop,
and be stopped the winch by turning off the steam. He could stop
it in no other way. This situation must have continued some little
time, long enough for libelant to remove the pin, and return to the
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deck. Indeed, libelant himself testified expref"Bly that the boom did
not begin to descend until he came on deck. The first half of the
operation was now concluded,-a part of the operation which in-
variably required the running of the winch, since with()Ut the appli-
cation of the steam power the heavy boom could not be raised. The
other half-lowering the boom-might be performed, as was said
before, either by reversing the winch, and running it in the new direc-
tion, or without its aid as a moving mechanism. Totrona settled the
question by beginning to slacken the line (so that it could be surged
off). The winchman waited till this ()peration began, and then went
away. The witness Totrona says, "}.iter we began to lower the der-
rick, the wi:q.chman left, believing that the rope would have held the
boom." Weare unable to see any negligence on his part in so
doing. He had been detailed to act as winchman, had so acted, dis-
charging his duties properly, until the time came when it was deter-
mined that the operation of lowering should be concluded without
further movement of the winch, which was at that time stopped,
with the steam cut off. There was no further need for his services as
engineer of the winch. He had not been assigned to assist in surging
off the fall. No one supposed that with five turns on the winch it
would require more than Totrona to keep it properly in hand during
the descent. He had handled it unaided during the elevation. There
was no apparent necessity for thewinchman's remaining at the winch,
and no lack of reasonable and ordinary prudence in his leaving. To-
trona testifies that he told the winchman to remain; "to stay at the
winch, and not to leave it." Witness further says that he so told
him when there was as yet not much weight on the winch, and no
indic'ations of trouble; that it was usual for the winchman to re-
main at the winch; that he did not know the winchman intended
to go. If Totrona did not anticipate any trouble, and had no expec-
tation that the winchman was about to go, it is difficult to credit
his statement that he told him to stay. Elsewhere Totrona says that,
when the winch was moving the other way, the winchman being then
somewhere forward, where he could not see him, he called to him to
come back, and he also says that he gave the order only once. It is,
of course, immaterial whether Totrona asked him to stay or not.
If reasonable prudence required him to stand by the winch, he would
be negligent in leaving it; if, on the other hand, his duties ceased
when, after elevating the boom, he had stopped the winch, and it had
been decided to lower by surging off, and not by any further motion
of the winch,then there was no negligence in his leaving, although
Totrona,. for no explainable reason, asked him to stay. It may be
remarked that the testimony of the three Italian witnesses is most
unsatisfactory and unpersuasive, a circumstance due in part to their
imperfect knowledge of English. They were examined without an
interpreter. Libelant says that he understands English "little bit,
not mUCh," and that he can speak it a little better than Totrona, for
which reason he was spokesman in the interview with the mate.
nis manifest from the answers that some of the questioIl8 were not
comprehended. And many of the important questions on the direct
examination were leading ones. Totrona, proceeding with his nar-
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rative, testified that when the boom was at about an angle of 45
with the mast, it "was too heavy"; that the "winch turned the other
way [reversed], dragging him along with the line"; that he called
to the winchman "to put on steam," and could not hold the line any
more. There is no suggestion anywhere in the evidence that any part
of the machine gave way, that any cog slipped, that it got out of gear,
or that the reversing lever was moved after the operation of elevating
the boom had ceased. The contenHonis that the weight of the
boom alone (1,500 pounds, part of which was borne by the goose-
neck) caused the drum to revolve, and the whole machine to operate
in a direction the reverse of that 'in which it was set to go. The
entire testimony of Totrona. upon this question of a reverse turning is
as follows: Direct. "Q: When it became too heavy, did the winch
turn? A. Yes, sir. Q. What made the derrick come down after
that? A. The winch made the boom fall down. * * * As soon
as he [the winchman] went, the winch began to turn. Q. Did the
boom come down because the winch waS turning. and you could not
hold the line any more? A. Yes, that is it. It was dragging me
along the line." Cross: "Q. When you saw this winch turn around
while you were holding the rope, did it turn towards the bow or to-
wards the stern? A. Towards the stern." It is, of course, possible
that the operation of "surging off" may be so conducted that at the
critical point, when there iJ3 an increase of dead weight, some sud-
den jerk, callsed by momentary carelessness, in conjunction with
moisture or grease on the rope, may cause· the load to get such an
advantage of the man handling the fall that he cannot recover it.
This was the case on The Miami (recently decided in this court; March
1, 1899) 93 Fed. 218. And when a rope is running off a drum with
a constantly increasing rapidity it may well be that an observer,
excited with the effort to prevent disaster, will find it difficult to
determine whether the rope alone or rope and drum both are moving.
The inherent improbability of T'otrona's narrative is made clear by
the testimony of claimant's witnesses. Townsend, a stevedore of
many years' experience, who showed himself to be entirely familiar
with the structure and operation of winches, testified that, when the
steam had been shut off at the end of the hoisting operation, "to de-
stroy or disturb all the mechanism of the winch you would have to
place many, many tons of weight on it," unless it runs out of gear by
any accident, or a cog becomes unshipped. He added, on cross-exam-
ination: "I don't think any experienced engineer would say that
winch ever moved in an opposite direction unless it became ungeared,
unless the cog flew out from the double-barrel spindle, and ungeared
the winch, or unless somebody, reversed the brake, and turned the
steam on." And to a question by the court: "Nothing could cause
the drum to turn in the opposite direction but the winch becoming
ungeared, or somebody having shifted the break in reverse order,
and turned the steam on." Mancor, an engineer and surveyor to
Lloyds' Register, who has had special experience in manufacture
of winches, testified to the same effect.
'romeet this expert testimony, libelant called Fitzsimmons, a

longshoreman and foreman of gang in which he and Totrona
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had been working. This witness testified, "If the steam was tight,
and the valve was tight, nothing could reverse the winch," but
that, if the winch were old, and the steam valve were not tight, the
weight of a boom would reverse the winch, where the steam was
turned off. It is difficult to understand how this could be. If the
steam valve leaked, one of two things would happen; either steam
would pass from the storage side of the valve to the cylinder in
which it was to do its work, or it would escape out of the machine
altogether into the open air. In the first case the tendency will
be to set the winch in motion,-forward if it be set that way, and
backward if it be reversed. In the second case the pressure on
the piston will be reduced, perhaps, if the leak be great enough,
to such an extent that the winch will not lift its load. The propo-
sition contended for here, however, is this: Steam admitted to
the full extent of the valve aperture through the open valve will
drive the machine so that it will lift; but if it comes through the
same aperture in such scanty stream as may find its way through
a leak it will operate, without any change of the reversing mech-
anism, to drive the machine in a reverse direction. No explana-
tion of this singular phenomenon is found in the record. The wit·
ness Fitzsimmons, who was recalled subsequently, and then swore
that this particular winch leaked (a fact he did not testify to when
he was first examined), undertook to give an explanation, which
serves only to disclose his evident lack of any intelligent concep-
tion of the structure of the machine. The following excerpt will
sufficiently indicate the character of his testimony (he is describ-
ing the effect of a leak in the valve that is turned on to let steam
to the winch): "You go ahead and hoist the draft up, and put on
the steam. ·When your draft gets up,-the weight of the draft,-
you have got to keep a little steam on. If you don't, the draft will
come down on deck to you. You have to keep a little steam on to
hold the draft, because, if you don't turn off the steam on a steam
winch- I don't say the winch will come back because the piston
rod,-but the barrel of the winch will come back by the weight
that is on the boom; the barrel of the winch will reverse." We
give greater weight to the testimony of Townsend and )'1ancor,
and of Corbitt, second engineer of the Cleveland. The latter wit-
ness testified tbat a leak between the boiler and the stop valve
,,,ould have no effect at all on the winch; that a leak between the
stop valve and cylinder would tend to heave it up, if the winch
had been put to beaving up, and the work had been stopped there,
and the gear had not been altered; and that, if it was left geared
to go down, it would go down if tbe steam leaked.
Totrona's statement that the barrel of the winch moved in a re-

verse direction, wbich is so utterly irreconcilable with the credible
expert testimony, is wholly uncorroborated. The libelant, by af-
firmative answers to six successive leading questions, put by his
counsel, testifies that from the place where he was standing when
he was slackening the rope for Totrona he could and did see To-
trona, and saw the winch turning the other way; but elsewhere he
twice states that he was on the bridge deck, 10 feet from its edge,
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that not
the'YJnchman nor T,ot,rQIlll. (tn 'one place he says he cO,uldsee

of the latter'sbody), and did not seethe, winch
turning,' 'p,pr Totrona .paying off the ,roVe,. ". "The otheJ; man," "said,
the "see that, the,inan who was, there." In ,reply to a
question by the court, he said that the only way he knew Totrona
wastbere(and in trouble) was becausebe heard him call out, "Stop
the, wi:p.cp!" 'Palese, another member of "the gangl' said on the
dirEfctthathe saw "when the winch began to turn arOlIlld," but
it appears from the rest of his, testimony that healso was on the
bridge deck, l).nd knew the boom was moving when the winch:
man left the winch, because he was looking at the rope. The
movement of the rope would be the same whether the winch were
turning, or the rope rendering. His testimony, like that of the
other Italillns, ,is very confused, and full of inconsistencies. In
responee toa leading question on the direct he says he heard To-
trona say, our winch!" In response to a croes question he
said he does not know Totrona told the, winchman to stop the
winch. ' At time he saysthat wherehe was standing he could
not see" l).I).d' sh(}rtly afterwards that he cquld.
lJpOJ:1. ,the w;hole testimony we are ll(}tsatisfied that there was

oftp.e)lrum of tl;\.e winch, but are of the
opinion that the accident' happened because, .in the process of
surging o;ff, the rope got beyond Totrolla's control. Libelant, there-
fore,has fMled to show any negligence of the winchman, or any
defect in the winch contributing to cause tpe cataE1trophe,-a fauIt,
be it note?,which is not charged in the libel. '
The oulS reD;laining charge of negligence, to be considered is that

of "failing to, securely and safely place. and fasten said, boom to
said mast." The method of fastening was as follows: rrwo
wrought-iron bands were around the foremast, about 18
inches to 2 feet apart. These have round holes in them, to receive
the gooseneck, about 2 inches in diameter and 2 feet long. At the
top of the gooseneck is a double eye, which receives a single eye
that is bolted on the heel of the derJ;ick boom. A pin passed
through double and single eye keeps them in place. There was
no pin or collar in the lower end of the gooseneck, and libelant's
witIieeses testified that within their experience it was usual to
have one. The witness Townsend, called by the claimant, ex-
plains that on the older type of steamers of 15 or 20 years ago,
where, the gooseneck was shaped all its name implies, and was
comparatively short, it was, customary to have a pin or a collar;
but that on modern steamers, where the gooseneck is long dnd
straight, no such pin or collar is ordinarily used. It is very plain
from the evidence that the bo(}m could not possibly have been
lifted by the heel, except by some very extraordinary cause, against
which the shipowners were not reasonably bound ,to provide. The
witness Fitzpatrick testified, in response to a question by the
court, that the weight of the boom would not hold it in place as
ordinarily used; that, if it did not have this pin in the end, the
boom would pull it out at any time. "The weight that is coming
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out of the ship's hold," says the witness, "is on the end of the
boom, not at the gooseneck. That chain has got all the weight
on it. That would pull it out unless it had something to keep it
in the gooseneck, and prevent it." The model introduced by libel-
ant, and conceded to be correct, shows that the chain which sup-
ports the boom at a proper angle with the mast extends from the
mast to an iron fillet which surrounds the boom very near its
outer end, and that it is into an eye on the very same fillet that
the block is hooked through which the fall for handling cargo is
rove. Nothing could more clearly show the utter recklessness of
this man's testimony. No negligence on the part of the vessel is
shown. The decree of the district court is reversed, with costs,
and instructions to dismiss the libel.

LLOYD v. CHAPMAN.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit. February 27, 1899.)

No. 467.
ApPEAL AND ERROR-AsSIGNMENT OF ERRons.

Under rule 11 of the circuit courts of appeal (31 C. C. A. cxlvl., 90
Fed. cxlvL), on appeal from a decision of the district court in bankruptcy,
the judgment will be affirmed when the record contains no assignment of
errors except a document, filed in the court below three months after
the judgment, purporting to be a "specification and assignmE;!nt of errors,"
but which formed no part of the grounds on which the court acted in
allowing the appeal, and was never under its consideration.

Appeal from the District Court of the United States for the North-
ern District of California.
This was a petition in the district court, sitting as a court of bank-

ruptcy, by John Lloyd, as assignee in bankruptcy of James Linforth,
John Bensley,. and L. B. Benchley, co-partners under the firm name
of Linforth, Kellogg & Co., against E. W. Chapman, a creditor of the
bankrupts, to have the claim of such creditor expunged. FrOID an
order· denying the petition, the assignee appeals,
Pierson & Mitchell, for appellant.
T. M. Osmont, for appellee.
Before GILBERT and ROSS, Circuit Judges, and HAWLEY, Dis-

trict Judge.

ROSS, Circuit Judge. This is an appeal from an order made by
the district court for the Northern district of California on the 14th
day of May, 1898, denying the petition of the assignee of the estate
of John Bensley, a bankrupt, for the expunging from the files of the
estate the claim of one E. W. Chapman. 87 Fed. 386. On the part
of the appellee it is contended, among other things, that the appeal
should be dismissed, or the decree affirmed, for the reason that the
only assignment of errors embodied in the record presented to the
court and relied upon in the brief of the appellant is a so-called "Sec-
ond Amended Specification and Assignment of Errors," filed in the


